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Abstra t
An important optimization problem in the design of ellular networks is to assign sets of frequen ies to transmitters to avoid una eptable interferen e. A ellular network is often modeled as a subgraph of
the in nite triangular latti e. The distributed frequen y assignment
problem an be abstra ted as a multi oloring problem on a weighted
hexagonal graph, where the weight ve tor represents the number of
alls to be assigned at verti es. In this paper we present a 2-lo al
distributed algorithm for multi oloring triangle-free hexagonal graphs
with no adja ent enters and with arbitrary demands. The algorithm
is using only the lo al lique numbers at ea h vertex v of the given
hexagonal graph, whi h an be omputed from lo al information available at the vertex. We prove that the algorithm uses no more than
d7! (G)=6e + 5 olors for any triangle-free hexagonal graph with no
adja ent enters G, without expli itly omputing the global lique
number !(G). Hen e the ompetitive ratio of the algorithm is 7=6.

keywords: approximation algorithm, graph oloring, frequen y planning,
ellular networks, 2-lo al distributed algorithm
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Introdu tion

A basi problem on erning ellular networks is to assign sets of frequenies ( olors) to transmitters (verti es) to avoid una eptable interferen e [1℄.
The number of frequen ies demanded at a transmitter may vary between
transmitters. In a usual ellular model, transmitters are enters of hexagonal ells and the orresponding adja en y graph is a subgraph of the in nite
triangular latti e. An integer d(v ) is assigned to ea h vertex of the triangular latti e and will be alled the demand of the vertex v . A hexagonal
graph G(V; E; d) is the vertex weighted graph indu ed on the subset of the
triangular latti e of verti es with positive demand. Hexagonal graphs arise
naturally in studies of ellular networks. A proper multi oloring of G is a
mapping f from V (G) to subsets of integers su h that jf (v )j  d(v ) for any
vertex v 2 G and f (v ) \ f (u) = ; for any pair of adja ent verti es u and
v in the graph G. The minimal ardinality of a proper multi oloring of G,
(G), is alled the multi hromati number. Another invariant of interest in
this ontext is the (weighted) lique number, ! (G), de ned as follows: The
weight of a lique of G is the sum of demands on its verti es and ! (G) is the
maximal lique weight on G. Clearly, (G)  ! (G). Re ently, the bound
(G)  (4=3)! (G)+ C was independently proved by several authors [5, 6, 10℄.
All proofs are onstru tive thus implying the existen e of 4/3-approximation
algorithms. M Diarmid and Reed [5℄ also show that it is NP- omplete to
de ide whether (G) = ! (G). A distributed algorithm whi h guarantees the
d(4=3)!(G)e bound is reported by Narayanan and Shende [6, 7℄. A framework
for studying distributed online assignment in ellular networks was developed
in [4℄. In parti ular, ompetitive ratios of distributed algorithms whi h utilize information about in reasingly larger neighborhoods are addressed. The
best ompetitive ratios for 0-,1-,2- and 4-lo al algorithms reported are 3, 3/2,
17/12 and 4/3, respe tively. An algorithm is k-lo al if the omputation at a
vertex v uses only information about the demands of verti es whose graph
distan e from v is less than or equal to k. A 2-lo al algorithm for multi oloring of hexagonal graphs whi h uses at most d(4=3)! (G)e olors is given in
[9℄.
Better bounds an be obtained for triangle-free hexagonal graphs: [3℄ provides a distributed algorithm with ompetitive ratio 5/4, later a distributed
algorithm with ompetitive ratio 6/5 is given [11℄, while an indu tive proof
for 7/6 ratio is reported in [2℄. M Diarmid and Reed onje tured that for
triangle free hexagonal graphs the inequality (G)  (9=8)! (G) + C holds
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[5℄. If a graph is triangle-free, there is no set of three mutually adja ent
verti es of positive demand. It is easy to see that the smallest indu ed odd
y le in this ase is of length 9, hen e the onstant 9/8, whi h is the best
possible ratio on C9 :
In this paper we give a 2-lo al algorithm for multi oloring triangle-free
hexagonal graphs with no adja ent enters whi h uses at most d(7=6)! (G)e+5
olors. As the algorithm is 2-lo al, no global information is assumed to be
available. A vertex an initially ommuni ate to its neighbors to obtain some
lo al information. It is important to note that the omputation time does
not depend on the size of the graph. We also de ne the lo al lique number
!1 (v ) at ea h vertex v of the graph, whi h an, by de nition, be omputed
from lo al information available at the vertex. Dire tly from the de nition
it will follow that
! (G) = max !1 (v )
v2G

and hen e the algorithm presented here will use no more than d(7=6)! (G)e+5
olors, without expli itly omputing the ! (G). We will also prove that the
algorithm is 2-lo al. More formally, we will prove that

Theorem 1 There is a 1-lo al distributed approximation algorithm for 7-

[3℄ oloring of a triangle-free hexagonal graph with no adja ent enters. Time
omplexity of the algorithm at ea h vertex is onstant.

Theorem 2 There is a 2-lo al distributed approximation algorithm for mul-

ti oloring of a triangle-free hexagonal graph with no adja ent enters whi h
uses at most d(7=6)! (G)e + 5 olors. Time omplexity of the algorithm at
ea h vertex is onstant.

This is a partial answer to the open question whether a 7/6- ompetitive
distributed algorithm for multi oloring triangle-free hexagonal graphs exists.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next se tion we formally de ne
some basi terminology. In Se tion 3 the 1-lo al algorithm for 7-[3℄ oloring
triangle-free hexagonal graphs with no adja ent enters and its orre tness
proof are given. In Se tion 4 we present the 2-lo al algorithm for multi oloring triangle-free hexagonal graphs with no adja ent enters with arbitrary
demands.
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Figure 1: De nition of oordinates (i; j; k) on triangular latti e.
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Preliminaries

A weight fun tion on a graph G is a fun tion from V (G); the set of verti es
of G; into the set of non-negative integers. Let p be a weight fun tion on a
graph G: An n-[p℄ oloring of G is a mapping f from V (G) into the set of
subsets of f1; 2; :::; ng, su h that jf (v )j = p(v ) for every v 2 G and for any two
adja ent verti es u and v of G; f (u) \ f (v ) = ;: A ordingly, a 7-[3℄ oloring
of G; whi h will be onsidered in Se tion 3, is a mapping f : V (G) !
P (f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g); where jf (v)j = 3 for every v 2 G and f (u) \ f (v) = ;
for every uv 2 E (G): Here P (S ) denotes the olle tion of all subsets of S:
Following [5℄, the verti es of triangular latti e an be represented as plinear ombination x~p + y~q of the two ve tors p~ = (1; 0) and ~q = ( 21 ; 23 ):
Thus, we may identify verti es of triangular grid with pairs (x; y ) of integers. Two verti es are adja ent when the Eu lidean distan e between them
is one. Therefore ea h vertex (x; y ) has six neighbors (x  1; y ); (x; y  1);
(x + 1; y 1) and (x 1; y + 1): For simpli ity, we will refer to the neighbors as R (right), L (left), UR (up-right), DL (down-left), DR (down-right)
and UL (up-left), respe tively (see Fig. 1). For the 2-lo al implementation
we introdu e a three dimensional oordinate system (i; j; k) := (x; y; x + y );
where (x; y ) are the oordinates as de ned above (for details, see [8℄ or [9℄).
In parti ular this enables a de nition of the parity of a vertex with respe t
to a line given below. Note that the triangular latti e is omposed of three
sets of parallel straight lines.
We omit a straightforward proof of the following proposition:

Proposition 3 The following statements hold:

- ea h line whi h goes from bottom-left to top-right has the rst oordinate,
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i, onstant,

- ea h horizontal line has the se ond oordinate, j , onstant,
- ea h line whi h goes from top-left to bottom-right has the third oordinate,
k, onstant.

De nition 4 The parity of a vertex v 2 G:
A vertex v with oordinates (i; j; k)

- is odd with respe t to its L neighbor with oordinates (i

i  1(mod 2);

1; j; k

1) if

- is even with respe t to its L neighbor with oordinates (i 1; j; k 1) if
i  0(mod 2);
- is odd with respe t to its R neighbor with oordinates (i + 1; j; k + 1) if
i  1(mod 2);
- is even with respe t to its R neighbor with oordinates (i + 1; j; k + 1) if
i  0(mod 2):

Similarly: a vertex v with oordinates (i; j; k) is odd [even ℄ with respe t to its
UL neighbor with oordinates (i 1; j + 1; k) (DR neighbor with oordinates
(i + 1; j 1; k)) if j  1(mod 2) [j  0(mod 2)℄. A vertex v with oordinates
(i; j; k) is odd [even ℄ with respe t to its UR neighbor with oordinates (i; j +
1; k + 1) (DL neighbor with oordinates (i; j 1; k 1)) if k  1(mod 2)
[k  0(mod 2)℄.
Note that the parity of v with respe t to its L (UL, DL) neighbor is the
same as the parity with respe t to its R (DR, UR) neighbor. Hen e, we may
also think about the parity of v with respe t to a line.
There are two di erent olorings of the in nite triangular latti e whi h
give rise to a partition of the vertex set of any hexagonal graph into independent sets. The rst one is a 3- oloring, whi h gives three independent
sets Red; Blue and Green; su h that if x is in Red (resp. Blue or Green)
set then its right neighbor is in Blue (resp. Green or Reed) set. A ording
to this partition ea h vertex has its base olor , namely red (R), blue (B ) or
green (G). Let (v ) stand for the base olor of vertex v 2 G: For the later
referen e let us de ne R := 2; B := 1 and G := 0: The se ond oloring
is a 4- oloring, whi h gives four independent sets 1; 2; 3 and 4 (see Fig. 2).
A ording to this partition ea h vertex v 2 G has its base number denoted
by n1 (v ):
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Figure 2: A 4- oloring of a triangular latti e.

De nition 5 For every vertex v in triangle-free hexagonal graph G let
!1 (v ) = maxfd(v ) + d(u) j u is a neighbor of v in Gg
be the 1-lo al lique number of the vertex v and p1 (v ) =

De nition 6 Vertex v
d(v )  3p1 (v ):

2

l

!1 (v)
6

m

:

G is heavy if d(v ) > 3p1 (v ) and v is light if

De nition 7 Vertex v 2 G is a enter if it has at least two neighbors in G;
whi h are not in the same line.
Note that all neighbors of a enter have the same base olor and pairwise
di erent base number. The following lemmas follow dire tly from De nition
5.

Lemma 8 For every vertex v 2 G; !1 (v )  6p1 (v ):
Lemma 9 For arbitrary neighbors u and v , d(u)+ d(v )  minf!1 (u); !1(v )g:
Lemma 10 For arbitrary neighbors u and v of G we have
d(u) + d(v )  6 minfp1 (u); p1 (v )g:
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3

1-lo al 7-[3℄ oloring

We will des ribe a 1-lo al algorithm whi h 7-[3℄ olors every hexagonal graph
without triangles G. We assume that ea h vertex knows its position ( oordinates (i; j; k)) and the oordinates of its neighbors. The algorithm will use
three base olors R; B and G and four base numbers 1; 2; 3 and 4:
Re all that (v ) and n1 (v ) mean the base olor and the base number of
vertex v 2 G respe tively. Note that if the base olor of v 2 G is (v ); then
the base olor of its neighbor is either (v ) + 1(mod 3) or (v ) 1(mod 3):
Note that verti es of ea h straight line of the triangular latti e have only
two di erent base numbers whi h alternate (for example, there is a straight
line whose verti es have base numbers equal to 1 or 2 alternatively). The
base olor and the base number of a vertex v 2 G an be omputed from the
oordinates, for example, using the rules (v ) = i + 2j (mod 3) and n1 (v ) =
i(mod 2) + 2(j (mod 2)) + 1 for vertex v with oordinates (i; j; k):
3.1

The 7-[3℄ oloring algorithm

Every vertex of the algorithm will get a subset of three olors from the set
of seven olors labeled by 2 (red ), 1 (blue ), 0 (green ); 1; 2; 3 and 4. The
3- oloring of verti es depends on the fa t whether a vertex is a enter or not.
Suppose that vertex v is not a enter and is not isolated. Therefore v is on a
straight line. Let n2 (v ) stand for the base number of neighbors of v . Re all
that both neighbors of v (if it has two of them) have the same base number.
Let de ne the set of numbers n(v ) := f1; 2; 3; 4gnfn1(v ); n2 (v )g for a vertex
v of G alled free numbers of v:
For the easier understanding of the algorithm let say that for vertex v 2 G
the base olor, whi h is not equal neither to base olor of v nor to base olor
of its neighbors is alled a free olor of v: For example, if v is a red enter
with blue neighbors, its free olor is green (it is not diÆ ult to see that vertex
v 2 G with two neighbors in the same line has no free olor).
The prin iple of the 3- oloring is the following: every vertex v 2 G gets
its base olor, its base number and borrow either its free olor or one of its
free numbers.

Case 1: (v is a enter or isolated; v borrows its free olor ):
IF (u) = (v ) + 1(mod 3) for every neighbor u of v or v is isolated
THEN
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v gets olors f (v ); n1 (v ); (v ) 1(mod 3)g
ELSE (for every neighbor u of v; (u) = (v ) 1(mod 3))
v gets olors f (v ); n1 (v ); (v ) + 1(mod 3)g;

Case 2: (v is not a enter, v borrows one of its free numbers ):
IF v is odd an a line THEN
v gets olors fn1 (v ); minfn(v )g; (v )g;
IF v is even an a line THEN
v gets olors fn1 (v ); maxfn(v )g; (v )g:
3.2

Corre tness proof

Let us rst argue that the algorithm is 1-lo al:
- it is 1-lo al to de ide if v is on a line and to ompute its parity,
- it is 1-lo al to de ide if v is a enter,
The details are straightforward and we omit them.
We will show now that the oloring is proper. Note that the violations
of the properness of the oloring an o ur only between two neighbors of G:
Therefore, we will onsider all possible ases where two verti es are neighbors
in G:
1. Let x be from the Case 1. If x is isolated then no on i ts an o ur.
Let x be a enter. In this ase x an have a neighbor y whi h falls into
the:
(1a) Case 1. This is not possible, be ause we onsider only graphs with
no adja ent enters.
(1b) Case 2. Let suppose that (y ) = (x) + 1(mod 3): Then x gets
olors f (x); n1 (x); (x) 1(mod 3)g and y may be assigned either
olors fn1 (y g; minfn(v )g; (y )g or fn1 (y g; maxfn(v )g; (y )g. Using n1 (x) 6= n1 (y ), we see that the assigned sets of olors of verti es
x and y have an empty interse tion. When (y ) = (x) + 1(mod 3)
similar arguments shows that the assigned sets of olors of verti es
x and y are disjoint.
2. Let x be from the Case 2. In this ase x an have a neighbor y whi h
falls into the:
(2a) Case 1. This is already dis ussed in (1b).
8

(2b) Case 2. Without loss of generality we may suppose that x is odd
on a line (this implies that y is even on a line). Then x and y
get olors fn1 (x); minfn(x)g; (x)g and fn1 (y ); maxfn(y )g; (y )g;
respe tively. As n(x) = n(y ) the assigned sets of olors have an
empty interse tion.
Sin e any two neighboring verti es get disjoint sets of olors, the 7[3℄ oloring is proper.
4

2-lo al

p

[ ℄

oloring

The set of olors at every vertex v of G will onsists of 7p1 (v ) olors. For
te hni al reasons olors will be divided into seven subsets alled palettes.
Ea h of the palettes has p1 (v ) hues, namely there are p1 (v ) hues of every
base olor (red, blue and green) and p1 (v ) hues of every base number (1, 2,
3 or 4). Let stand for 2; 1; 0; 1; 2; 3 or 4: Some subsets of hues of the
palette at vertex v 2 G an be identi ed with sets ( ; [i; j ℄); where i  j ,
1  i and j  p2 (v ): We will say that we start the palette from low if
we start by the olor ( ; 1) and ontinue upwards. Similarly we start the
palette from high if we start by the olor ( ; p2 (v )) and ontinue downwards.
The 7-[3℄ oloring will be used to de ne a proper [p℄ oloring with at most
d(7=6)!(G)e + 5 olors (Theorem 2). Let us denote the olors assigned by
7-[3℄ oloring to a vertex v 2 G as 1 (v ); 2 (v ) and 3 (v ):
4.1

The

[p℄

oloring algorithm

The algorithm will onsist of three steps. The rst one (Step 0) is the initialization step, while the se ond one (Step 1) performs the 7-[3℄ oloring of
an input graph G; whi h is needed to de ne the order of olor palettes in the
main step (Step 2). The input of the algorithm is a triangle-free weighted
hexagonal graph with no adja ent enters, where every vertex knows its own
demand and demands of all its neighbors.

Step 0: For ea h vertex v 2 G ompute p1 (v ).
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Step 1: Apply the algorithm for 7-[3℄ oloring (to de ne the order of olor palettes
in the Step 2).

Step 2: Every vertex v 2 G rst takes all olors from palettes 1 (v ); 2 (v ) and
3 (v ) one after another, always starting the palette from low. Vertex

an take olors from the following palette only when it has taken all
olors from the previous one ( rst of all v takes olors from palette
1 (v ); starting the palette from low, as long the palette is empty, then
v takes olors from palette 2 (v ); again starting from low and so on.)
Let C = f 1 (v ); 2 (v ); 3 (v )g: If v is heavy, then v takes additional
olors in turns from three palettes (starting the palette from high) as
follows:

Case 1 : (v is a enter )
IF C = f (v ); n1(v ); (v )  1(mod 3)g THEN v takes additional

olors in turns from:
(v )1(mod 3) palette (high) and (if needed) from n1 (v )+1(mod 4)
palette (high) and (if needed) from n1 (v )+2(mod 4) palette (high).
Case 2: (v is odd [even ℄ on a line and has exa tly one neighbor u; whi h
is a enter )
IF C = fn1 (v ); minfn(v )g [maxfn(v )g℄; (v )g THEN v takes additional olors in turns from:
fr; b; ggnf (v); (u)g palette (high) and (if needed) maxfn(v)g [minfn(v)g℄
palette (high) and (if needed) n2 (v ) palette (high).
Case 3: (v is odd [even℄ on a line between two enters )
IF C = fn1 (v ); minfn(v )g [maxfn(v )g℄; (v )g THEN v takes additional olors in turns from:
maxfn(v )g [minfn(v )g℄ palette (high) and (if needed) n2 (v ) palette
(high) and (if needed) (v ) + 1 (mod 3) palette (high).
Case 4: (v is odd [even ℄ on a line and its neighbor is not a enter )
IF C = fn1 (v ); minfn(v )g [maxfn(v )g℄; (v )g THEN v takes additional olors in turns from:
(v ) + 1(mod 3) palette (high) and (if needed) (v ) + 2(mod 3)
palette (high) and (if needed) n2 (v ) palette (high).
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4.2

Corre tness proof

Due to de nition of a heavy vertex, it is obvious that only d(v ) and p1 (v )
are needed at vertex v 2 G to know if it is heavy or not. For knowing if
vertex is a neighbor of a enter it needs a 2-lo al information. Therefore,
sin e 7-[3℄ oloring of G is 1-lo al, the [p℄ oloring of G is 2-lo al.
Let us show that the oloring is proper. Like in the 7-[3℄ ase, we have to
onsider all possible ases of Step 2, where two verti es of G are neighbors.
Re all that a vertex an take olors from the following palette only when
it has taken all olors from the previous one. Moreover, it starts the rst
three palettes from low and ontinues upwards and, if heavy, it starts the
se ond three palettes from high and ontinues downwards. The vertex stops
by taking olors from palettes immediately after its demand is ful lled. For
brevity, we will omit writing (mod 3) for base olors and (mod 4) for base
numbers in the following tables.
1. Let x be from the Case 1. In this ase x an have a neighbor y; whi h
falls into one of the following ases:
(1a) Case 2 (see Fig. 3(a)). In this situation verti es x and y takes
olors from palettes as follows: when (y ) = (x) 1(mod 3) then
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x
(x)
n1 (x)
(x) + 1
(x) 1
n1 (x) + 1
n1 (x) + 2

y

n1 (y )

minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
(y ) = (x) 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (y)g = (x) + 1
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)
otherwise ( (y ) = (x) + 1(mod 3))

x
(x)
n1 (x)
(x) 1
(x) + 1
n1 (x) + 1
n1 (x) + 2

y

n1 (y )

minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
(y ) = (x) + 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (y)g = (x) 1
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)

Note that n1 (x) 6= n1 (y ) and n1 (x) 2= fn(y )g: By Lemma 10 we
have d(x) + d(y )  6 minfp1 (x); p1 (y )g: Therefore, following the
fa t that verti es x and y start the rst three palettes from low
and the se ond three palettes from high and the following palette
may be started only when the previous one is emptied, no on i t
an o ur.
(1b) Case 3 (see Fig. 3 (b)). In this situation vertex y has another
neighbor z whi h is also a enter. Verti es x; y and z takes olors
from palettes as follows: when (y ) = (x) 1(mod 3) (note that
this implies (z ) = (y ) 1 (mod 3)) then

x
y
(x)
n1 (y )
n1 (x) = n2 (y )
minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
(x) + 1 = (y ) 1
(y )
(x) 1 = (y )
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
n1 (x) + 1
n2 (x)
n1 (x) + 2
(y ) + 1

z

(z ) = (y ) 1
n1 (z ) = n2 (y )
(z ) 1 = (y ) + 1
(z ) + 1 = (y )
n1 (z ) + 1
n1 (z ) + 1

otherwise ( (y ) = (x) + 1(mod 3) and (z ) = (y ) + 1 (mod 3))
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x

y

z

(x) = (y ) 1
n1 (y )
n1 (x) = n2 (y )
minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
(x) 1 = (y ) + 1
(y )
(x) + 1 = (y )
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
n1 (x) + 1
n2 (x)
n1 (x) + 2
(y ) + 1

(z ) = (y ) + 1
n1 (z ) = n2 (y )
(z ) + 1 = (y ) 1
(z ) 1 = (y )
n1 (z ) + 1
n1 (z ) + 1

2. Let x be from the Case 2. Note that, by de nition, x has a neighbor
z whi h is a enter. If z is the only neighbor of x whi h is a enter,
then sets of olors assigned to x and z an not ause any on i ts, see
(1a). In this ase x an have (beside neighbor z ) a neighbor y whi h
falls into the one of the following ases:
(2a) Case 2. Note that, by de nition, y has a neighbor w whi h is a
enter and (z ) = (w) (see Fig. 3( )). In this situation x and y
take olors from palettes as follows:
When (y ) = (x) 1 (mod 3) (note that this implies (x) =
(z ) 1 (mod 3)) then

x
n1 (x)

y

n1 (y ) = n2 (x)
minfn(x)g [maxfn(x)g℄
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
(x)
(y ) = (x) 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (u)g = (x) 1 fr; b; ggnf (y); (v)g = (x)
maxfn(x)g [minfn(x)g℄
minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
n2 (x)
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)
otherwise ( (y ) = (x) + 1 (mod 3) and (x) = (z ) + 1 (mod 3))
x
y
n1 (x)
n1 (y ) = n2 (x)
minfn(x)g
maxfn(y )g = minfn(y )g
(x)
(y ) = (x) + 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (u)g = (x) + 1 fr; b; ggnf (y); (v)g = (x)
maxfn(x)g
minfn(y )g [maxfn(y )g℄
n2 (x)
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)
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Following the equality n(x) = n(y ) we see that no on i t an
o ur between the assigned olors.
(2b) Case 4 (see Fig. 3(d)). In this situation x and y take olors from
palettes as follows: when (y ) = (x) 1 (mod 3) then

x
n1 (x)

y

n1 (y ) = n2 (x)
minfn(x)g [maxfn(x)g℄
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
(x)
(y ) = (x) 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (u)g = (x) 1
(y ) + 1 = (x)
maxfn(x)g [minfn(x)g℄
(y ) + 2 = (x) + 1
n2 (x)
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)
otherwise ( (y ) = (x) + 1 (mod 3))

x
n1 (x)

y

n1 (y ) = n2 (x)
minfn(x)g [maxfn(x)g℄
maxfn(y )g [minfn(y )g℄
(x)
(y ) = (x) + 1
fr; b; ggnf (x); (u)g = (x) + 1
(y ) + 1 = (x) 1
maxfn(x)g [minfn(x)g℄
(y ) + 2 = (x)
n2 (x)
n2 (y ) = n1 (x)
Similar as in the previous ase no on i t an o ur.
3. Let x be from the Case 3. This is already dis ussed in (1b).
4. Let x be from the Case 4. In this ase x an have a neighbor y whi h
falls into the Case 2. This is already dis ussed in (2b).
Sin e d(x) + d(y )  6 minfp1 (x); p1 (y )g; by Lemma 10, and the rst three
palettes at a vertex start by the low olors, meanwhile the se ond three
palettes start by the high olors, no on i t an o ur in neither of the above
ases.
At every vertex v 2 G we used
l atm most
l 7p1m(v ) olors. Sin e (by simple
!1 (v)
al ulation) we have 7p1 (v ) = 7 6  7!16(v) +5 and onsidering ! (G) =
maxf!1 (v ) j v 2 Gg; our 2-lo al algorithm for multi oloring
l
mtriangle-free
7! (G)
hexagonal graphs with no adja ent enters uses at most
+ 5 olors.
6
The statement of Theorem 2 follows.
14
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